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Study B-800 May 23, 1997

Memorandum 97-36

Public Utility Deregulation: Draft Report on Consultation

Attached to this memorandum is a staff draft of the Law Revision

Commission’s report on its consultation with the Public Utilities Commission

concerning code changes required by public utility restructuring. Our objective at

the June meeting is to make any revisions that appear appropriate and approve a

report for submission to the Legislature and to the Public Utilities Commission in

fulfillment of the consultation.

Transportation Industry

The letter attached as Exhibit p. 1, from the California Short Line Railroad

Association, arrived too late for consideration at the May meeting. The letter

draws a distinction between passenger and freight lines for purposes of

deregulation, but our research indicates that federal preemption does not make

this distinction. See, e.g., 49 USC 10501(a)(2)(A). In any case, careful drafting

should enable removal of federally preempted areas from the statute without

impacting matters over which the Public Utilities Commission maintains

regulatory authority.

Communications between Union Pacific Railroad and the Public Utilities

Commission confirm that there is fundamental agreement that many provisions

of the Public Utilities Code are no longer applicable to most railroads due to

federal preemption, and code cleanup is more a drafting issue than a policy

consideration. See letter from Union Pacific attached as Exhibit pp. 2-6. A few

areas of disagreement remain, however, as reflected in the letter. (Note. PUC

staff indicates some quibbles with concepts expressed in the letter, but overall

agreement.)

Telecommunications Industry

The Law Revision Commission has tentatively concluded that the Public

Utilities Commission should formulate criteria and standards for determining

what degree of regulation in the local telephone service sector is appropriate, and
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when. PUC staff has brought to our attention sample statutes that may be useful

as models.

Public Utilities Code Section 495.7 permits the Public Utilities Commission to

exempt a phone company from tariffing requirements on a determination either

that the company lacks “significant market power” or that “competitive

alternatives” are available in the market. PUC is required to promulgate rules for

determining market power based on company size, market share, type of service,

and other appropriate criteria.

A federal statute, 47 USC § 271, determines when the Bell companies are

allowed into the long distance market. The statute includes a checklist of

requirements that must be satisfied before regulatory relief is available. See

Exhibit pp. 7-16.

Pacific Bell raises the question whether formulation of criteria and

standards is appropriately delegated to the Public Utilities Commission, or

should be a legislative function. They observe that both models set out above

are statutory. The Law Revision Commission staff does not have a useful

perspective on this issue; discussion at the Commission meeting by interested

parties may be helpful.

Charts

Attached to this memorandum are revised charts for Code revisions proposed

by electrical industry participants (Exhibit pp. 17-29) and telecommunications

industry participants (Exhibit pp. 30-52 [Pacific Bell] and 53-78 [GTE]). The

revised charts are organized by category of policy issue rather than by Code

section. The charts have been used to derive the narrative discussion of areas of

agreement and disagreement set out in the draft report. Note, however, that the

charts provide much greater detail and specificity than the summary in the draft

report.

A question remains as to whether these charts, as well as updated versions

of the original charts for the natural gas and transportation industries, should

be reproduced as Appendices in the Law Revision Commission’s report. The

Public Utilities Commission points out that these charts will be substantially

expanded for the PUC’s report to the Legislature on June 30. It may make sense

to rely on the PUC’s expanded charts rather than the limited versions we have

here.
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The Pacific Bell chart, at least, has added material that explains the reasons for

their proposed changes and is intended to help focus the policy considerations. If

we were to rely on PUC’s replication of these charts for their June 30 report, we

would need assurance that the full Pacific Bell information will be included.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary
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PUB L IC  UT IL IT Y DE R E GUL AT ION1

SUMMARY OF REPORT2

Section 12 of Chapter 856 of the Statutes of 1996 requires the Public Utilities3
Commission “in consultation with the Law Revision Commission” to report to the4
Legislature by June 30, 1997, on needed revisions of the Public Utilities Code that5
result from the restructuring of the electrical, gas, transportation, and6
telecommunications industries.7

This report presents the results of the Law Revision Commission’s consultation.8
It should be noted that this report is based on preliminary information from the9
Public Utilities Commission and stakeholders. It is anticipated that the Public10
Utilities Commission’s June 30, 1997, report to the Legislature will reflect both11
the results of this consultation and additional work performed by the Commission12
at the time of issuance of its report. This report does not include draft legislation;13
the Law Revision Commission’s mandate for this study is limited to14
“consultation”.15

After receiving preliminary input from the Public Utilities Commission and from16
stakeholders in the affected industries that have participated in this process, the17
Law Revision Commission concludes:18

Code Revision Process19

The Public Utilities Commission’s effort to revise the Code to date is20
preliminary, and only a limited number of the potentially interested parties have21
participated. Industry participants have suggested a variety of techniques to22
expedite review, including sunsetting. The Public Utilities Commission indicates23
that it will take a more active role in the future, but at present its resources have24
been taxed to open the affected industries to competition.25

Major Policy Dispute26

The major policy issue that pervades each of the affected industries (except27
transportation) is whether sufficient competition exists to permit Code revision to28
dismantle the existing monopoly regulatory system.29

Categorization of Issues30

To a significant degree, the Public Utilities Commission and industry31
participants can identify areas of agreement and disagreement over proposed Code32
revisions. This report attempts to categorize the areas. The Public Utilities33
Commission intends to sponsor legislation on matters on which there is agreement34
that Code revisions are appropriate.35
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Electrical Industry1

In the electrical industry, there are substantial areas of disagreement. Even in2
areas where there is agreement in concept, drafting may prove to be difficult.3
Electrical industry participants also urge reform of Public Utilities Commission4
organization and procedures; recent and pending legislation addresses these5
matters to some extent.6

Natural Gas Industry7

Restructuring is further along in the natural gas industry than in the electrical8
industry. The Public Utilities Commission will approve a strategic plan for the9
natural gas industry this summer. Natural gas industry participants plan to address10
Code revisions through that process. Both electrical and gas industry participants11
and the Public Utilities Commission agree that in order to promote competition,12
the Code should be revised to eliminate price parity requirements for gas supplied13
for cogeneration and electrical plants.14

Transportation Industry15

The dominant feature of deregulation in the transportation industry is federal16
preemption. The transportation industry participants agree that significant portions17
of the transportation regulation statutes in the Code are obsolete and should be18
revised or repealed. This appears to be a drafting matter. The Public Utilities19
Commission indicates its intent to take an active role in developing clean-up20
legislation. There is disagreement between the Commission and railroad industry21
participants about the effect of federal preemption on a handful of statutes that22
could affect the Commission’s regulatory authority over transportation safety and23
a few other matters.24

Telecommunications Industry25

The question whether monopoly regulation must continue until full competition26
flourishes is particularly intense in the local telephone service sector. The Law27
Revision Commission recommends that the Public Utilities Commission, with the28
participation of interested parties, promulgate criteria and standards for29
determining when sufficient levels of competition have been attained for specific30
aspects of deregulation.31
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PUB L IC  UT IL IT Y DE R E GUL AT ION1

CONSULTATION BY LAW REVISION COMMISSION2

Section 12 of Chapter 856 of the Statutes of 1996 (SB 960) provides:3

SEC. 12. On or before June 30, 1997, the Public Utilities Commission in consultation with the4
Law Revision Commission shall submit a report to the Legislature on needed revisions of the5
Public Utilities Code that result from the restructuring of the electrical, gas, transportation, and6
telecommunications industries.7

This statute is part of the public utilities restructuring package enacted during the8
1996 legislative session after extensive conference committee hearings on the9
matter.10

The premise of the statute is that restructuring of the public utility industries for11
competition may render parts of the Public Utilities Code obsolete. The existing12
Code is based on a model of regulation of monopolies through command and13
control, whereas the new statutory scheme provides procedures suited to the14
emerging competitive utility marketplace. In this respect, many of the regulatory15
responsibilities of the Public Utilities Commission may be antiquated and16
unnecessary.17

The statute imposes primary responsibility for the Code revision report on the18
Public Utilities Commission. The Law Revision Commission has executed its19
consultative role by reviewing materials prepared by the Public Utilities20
Commission (focusing on procedural and substantive problem areas identified by21
industry participants) and reporting its findings to the Legislature. This report is22
also provided to the Public Utilities Commission to assist it in reporting to the23
Legislature on Code revisions.24

STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT25

This report first addresses the procedure being followed by the Public Utilities26
Commission in reporting to the Legislature on needed Code revisions.27

The report next addresses each of the utility industries referred to the Law28
Revision Commission for consultation — electrical, gas, transportation, and29
telecommunications. The report summarizes the current status of restructuring in30
each industry, and summarizes the positions of stakeholders and the Public31
Utilities Commission on deregulation in that industry. The report states the32
perspective of the Law Revision Commission on Code revision to implement33
deregulation in each of the industries. The report does not include draft legislation;34
the Law Revision Commission’s mandate for this study is limited to35
“consultation”.36
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This report does not reproduce material provided in Public Utilities Commission1
reports on this matter, including original communications from stakeholders. That2
material is available from the Public Utilities Commission.3

It should be noted that this report is based on preliminary information from the4
Public Utilities Commission and stakeholders. It is anticipated that the Public5
Utilities Commission’s June 30, 1997, report to the Legislature on Code revisions6
will reflect both the results of this consultation and additional work performed by7
the Commission up to the time of issuance of its report.8

PROCEDURAL ISSUES IN PUBLIC UTILITIES CODE REVISION9

Public Utilities Commission’s Status Update on Code Revision Efforts10

The Public Utilities Commission began its efforts in November 1996 by11
requesting interested persons (particularly participants in the legislative12
restructuring process) for their comments on needed Code revisions. The13
comments received were then recirculated in January 1997 for response. The14
Public Utilities Commission on March 31, 1997, issued a status update that15
included its preliminary reactions. The preliminary reactions were generated from16
review by the Public Utilities Commission’s industry division, legal, and17
administrative law judge, staff.18

The Public Utilities Commission’s March 31, 1997, status update indicates that19
the Commission had hoped to be able to introduce legislation in 1997 to effectuate20
consensus code changes that arise out of the reporting effort. But, “there were only21
a few such code changes.”22

Public Utilities Commission’s Working Relationship with CLRC23

The Public Utilities Commission has been cooperative in keeping the Law24
Revision Commission informed of Public Utilities Commission activities for this25
consultation, and promptly providing the Law Revision Commission with copies26
of materials when requested.27

The procedure followed by Public Utilities Commission leaves the Law Revision28
Commission some, but not a lot, of time to perform its consultative role. However,29
this is not critical, since that role is basically reactive — reporting on identified30
problems, rather than drafting legislation.31

Involvement of Stakeholders32

Stakeholder involvement in the effort to identify needed Code revisions has been33
limited. Of the four industries included in this report, only the telecommunications34
industry shows active participation, and that participation is limited to35
telecommunications providers and does not include telecommunications users.36

The reasons for this limited involvement are not clear. They may include:37
(1) Inadequate resources to review Code regulatory revisions due to the38

pressures of preparing for competition.39
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(2) Reluctance to challenge the Public Utilities Commission for fear of1
unfavorable treatment in the regulatory process.2

Text of Code Revisions3

SB 960 requests a report on needed revisions by June 30. The Public Utilities4
Commission’s status report indicates that, apart from consensus changes that may5
be made during 1997, it is the Commission’s desire to continue the discussions6
into the 1998 legislative session “when more detailed conversations may take7
place.” During the course of the Law Revision Commission’s consultation, a8
number of consensus areas were identified; it is anticipated that the Public Utilities9
Commission’s June 30 report will include Code revision text on some of these10
matters.11

Future Code Revision Efforts12

For its March 31, 1997, status update, the Public Utilities Commission solicited13
proposed changes from others and reacted to the changes identified. The Public14
Utilities Commission indicates that it is also actively searching the Code for15
needed revisions and that its June 30 report will include specific recommended16
revisions it has identified as a result of this effort.17

Industry participants have expressed dissatisfaction with the pace of Code18
reform, stating that it is urgently needed now. Some have perceived a reluctance of19
Public Utilities Commission staff to initiate code reforms, and have suggested20
active Commissioner involvement in the process. Industry participants have also21
suggested sunsetting the regulatory statutes, with the burden on the Commission to22
demonstrate the need for their continuance; this would ensure the Commission’s23
prompt review of the statutes. And industry participants have requested the Law24
Revision Commission’s continued assistance to the parties to draft specific code25
language for the Legislature to consider.26

The Public Utilities Commission indicates that it expects to take a much more27
active role in seeking out needed Code revisions for all industry areas in the future.28
The effort to open the various industries to competition, particularly29
implementation of AB 890, has taxed Public Utilities Commission’s resources to30
simultaneously review the Code for needed revisions.31

Conclusion of Law Revision Commission32

Initial materials from the Public Utilities Commission indicated very few areas33
of agreement on Code revisions between the Commission and stakeholders.34
However, closer examination by the Law Revision Commission reveals greater35
agreement below the surface. Many of the issues or concerns appear to be matters36
of drafting rather than matters of policy. The consultation of the Law Revision37
Commission may have been of some help in this respect.38

The Law Revision Commission recommends that the parties continue to39
communicate with each other on these matters in a constructive, rather than40
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adversarial manner. In addition, the policy categorization suggested below may1
help focus on fundamental areas of agreement and disagreement. To the extent this2
process reveals areas of agreement, the parties should proceed to implementing3
legislation, in consultation with each other.4

The Law Revision Commission notes that this revision effort does not include a5
number of potentially interested parties, such as consumers. The Public Utilities6
Commission has invited all interested parities to participate in this process. The7
Law Revision Commission recommends that the Public Utilities Commission8
make a renewed effort to get the input of affected parties.9

Although it has been suggested that the Law Revision Commission continue its10
involvement to assist in the preparation of draft legislation, this is beyond the11
scope of authority given to the Law Revision Commission by SB 960.12

CATEGORIZATION OF POLICY ISSUES IN PUBLIC UTILITIES13
CODE REVISION14

The Law Revision Commission believes the Code revision process will be15
advanced by summarizing categories or areas of agreement and disagreement. To16
this end, the Law Revision Commission in this report uses the following17
categorization of policy issues. The importance of an issue may vary with the18
particular industry.19

Direct Regulation of Service Providers20
Is there a need for continuing traditional regulation of how a utility runs its business21

with respect to:22
• planning for the future — expansion, facilities, markets23
• audits and inspections24
• new entrants (certification)25

Rates and Pricing26
Is there a need to continue traditional regulation in the areas of:27
• retail, wholesale28
• antitrust matters29

Consumer Protection30
Should the law continue to regulate such matters as:31
• fraud32
• information/misinformation33
• access (universal service)34

Safety of Public35
Is continuing protection needed for physical safety of the public, e.g.:36
• gas pipelines37
• railroad crossings38

Transitional Issues39
Does the deregulation process itself require interim regulation for such matters as:40
• stranded investments41
• equal footing42
• wheeling43
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Organization and Procedures1
Due to the emerging competitive marketplace, should changes to regulatory2

processes and organization be considered?3
• agency organization4
• administrative procedures5
• judicial review6

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY7

Current Status of Restructuring and Deregulation8

Electrical energy has historically been sold to retail customers by regulated9
utilities with exclusive service monopolies. This regulatory framework is believed10
to be partially responsible for California’s electricity rates being some 50 percent11
higher than the national average. The electric utilities were vertically integrated12
monopolies responsible for the generation, transmission, and distribution of13
electricity and electrical services. Retail customers had no choice but to purchase14
power from the local monopoly.15

Congress began encouraging competition in the industry in 1978 with the16
passage of the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act, which effectively created17
competition among independent and utility generators. Congress pushed the18
industry closer to full scale competition in 1992 by enacting the Energy Policy19
Act, which promoted greater wholesale competition by lowering the threshold for20
new producers to enter the market and allowing greater access to the transmission21
lines owned by monopoly utilities. The Act also allowed states to create a market22
where individual customers could buy power from independent producers.23

The California Public Utilities Commission began investigating new approaches24
to regulating the supply and distribution of electricity in 1993. In 1996, the25
Legislature passed AB 1890, which provides a legislative framework for the26
restructuring of California’s electrical industry. The goal of the bill was to27
restructure California’s electrical services industry in order to transition to28
competitive markets by December 31, 2001, lower the cost of electricity, retain29
and attract jobs, and reduce power outages.30

In the restructured electrical industry, there will be competition in the generation31
of electricity. Thus in the future, electricity consumers may choose among32
competing providers of electricity. The transmission and distribution of electricity,33
however, will continue to be done by regulated franchise monopolies.34

Delivery of a third party’s power to customers over the local distributor’s lines is35
commonly referred to as ‘retail wheeling’. In order to implement retail wheeling,36
two new public benefit, non-profit market institutions were created: the Power37
Exchange and the Independent Service Operator. Both entities must be approved38
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. The Power Exchange is required39
to provide an efficient, competitive electric energy auction, open on a non-40
discriminatory basis to all providers, to meet the electricity loads of exchange41
customers. The Power Exchange must provide results of its auction to the42
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Independent Service Operator. The Independent Service Operator is responsible1
for providing centralized control of the state-wide transmission grid and for2
ensuring efficient use and reliable operation of the transmission system. In order to3
ensure reliability, the Independent Service Operator is required to adopt standards4
for maintenance of the transmission facilities, and to conduct reviews of power5
failures affecting more than 10 percent of a service area. The Independent Service6
Operator has authority to levy sanctions where appropriate. Both publicly-owned7
and investor-owned electric utilities are required to commit control of their8
transmission facilities to the Independent Service Operator until the end of 2001.9

The move to a competitive generation market will result in transition (or10
stranded) costs. These costs consist primarily of continuing obligations for past11
utility power plant investments and power purchase contracts that will not be12
recovered in a competitive generation market. Investor-owned utilities have13
through December 31, 2001, to recover most of these costs through an accelerated14
recovery system. The Legislature found that these costs should be recovered15
because the costs were imposed by regulations and were then included in utility16
rates.17

Once the restructuring of California’s electrical industry is complete, electricity18
consumers will have the opportunity to choose among competing providers of19
electricity and to negotiate the purchase terms. Although customers will be able to20
choose the energy-services company they wish, they can also choose to remain21
traditional utility customers.22

The Public Utilities Commission will still have regulatory responsibilities to23
ensure that consumers are protected from fraud and misinformation. The Public24
Utilities Commission will be required to provide electricity consumers with25
information necessary to compare electric service offerings. In addition, because26
many aspects of electric service will remain monopoly-based, the Public Utilities27
Commission will continue to be responsible for protecting consumers where28
services are provided by monopoly suppliers.29

The Public Utilities Commission indicates a commitment to developing30
alternatives to the historical cost of service methods of regulation to encourage31
efficient and least-cost service. The Public Utilities Commission is currently32
investigating regulatory reforms that will provide stronger incentives for efficient33
utility operations and investment, simplify complex rate proceedings, and reduce34
administrative burdens.35

Positions of Stakeholders and Public Utilities Commission36

In the electrical industry, the underlying issue appears to be whether37
deregulation is timely. Existing utilities take the position that the industry will be38
open to competition beginning January 1, and therefore deregulation is necessary39
to allow all parties to compete in the open market — monopoly-style regulation40
will no longer be appropriate. The Public Utilities Commission, on the other hand,41
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believes transitional regulation is necessary to allow new entrants to establish a1
foothold to promote effective competition.2

The Public Utilities Commission believes it is too early to contemplate broad3
revision of the Code, at least during 1997. Industry participants have suggested4
that at least specific language on Code changes that can be agreed upon should be5
enacted now, along with a suggested path and timeline for completing work. They6
suggest that sunsetting provisions of the Code would force the process.7

Categorization of Policy Issues8

Policy issues in deregulation in the electrical industry are summarized by9
category below. Detailed references to specific Code sections may be found in the10
charts accompanying [this report] [the Public Utilities Commission’s reports on11
this matter].12

Direct Regulation of Service Providers13

Planning for the future — expansion, facilities, markets. Resource planning14
statutes in both the Public Utilities Code and the Public Resources Code (including15
provisions involving the California Energy Commission’s Electricity Report), may16
be obsolete and overly prescriptive. Industry participants suggest the provisions17
should be deleted, revised, or subjected to sunset review. The Public Utilities18
Commission agrees in concept that the resource planning statutes should be19
revised.20

New entrants — certification. The parties disagree over the continued need for21
certification of public convenience and necessity. Industry participants suggest22
these provisions should be revised to ensure regulatory streamlining — the23
interests of the public for the construction of electric plants will be protected by24
competition, rather than by a finding of future public convenience and necessity.25
The Public Utilities Commission disagrees — while some revisions may be26
necessary in light of a competitive electricity market, some facilities may continue27
to require certificate approval; deletion of these provisions may be premature,28
especially for distribution utility projects.29

Rates and Pricing30

Retail, wholesale. There is agreement of the parties that statutes prescribing the31
method of establishing the costs of new construction additions are out-dated and32
overly-prescriptive, based on cost-of-service ratemaking. The parties will work on33
language.34

There is agreement of both electric and gas industry participants and the Public35
Utilities Commission that mandatory cogeneration rate parity with rates for gas36
used as fuel in an electric plant is inconsistent with a competitive market. The37
parties will work on language.38

Αntitrust matters. Industry participants suggest amending the Public Utilities39
Code and the Cartwright Act to draw a “bright line” between those activities40
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subject to regulation and those subject to state antitrust laws. While the Public1
Utilities Commission agrees that a “bright line” division is conceptually desirable,2
it believes such a division is likely to be extremely difficult to make until the3
competitive evolution of the electric industry has progressed further. For the4
electric industry, the competition AB 1890 envisions will not exist before 1998.5
The Public Utilities Commission is concerned that all market participants have a6
fair opportunity to compete during the transitional period, and as an interim7
measure is currently reviewing appropriate rules to govern the relationship8
between a regulated utility and any unregulated affiliates which provide energy or9
energy-related services (see R.97-04-011/I.97-04-012).10

Consumer Protection11

AB 1890 addressed some aspects of consumer protection affecting electric12
industry deregulation. Other areas of the code may need to be changed or13
reorganized to better define the Public Utilities Commission’s consumer protection14
mandate in a competitive environment. The Public Utilities Commission15
anticipates that pending legislation, such as SB 524 (Peace) and AB 58116
(Martinez), will be vehicles for enactment of additional consumer protection17
reforms and will supplement AB 1890’s consumer protection mandates.18

Industry participants suggest modifying the Code to eliminate punitive damages19
for breach of a qualified facility contract — state policy is against punitive20
damages for breach of a commercial contract. The Public Utilities Commission is21
opposed to this change at this time.22

Safety of Public23

The parties agree that the Public Utilities Commission should continue its safety-24
related regulation in the electrical industry and no code changes are proposed.25

Transitional Issues26

Transitional issues for the electrical industry are addressed in AB 1890. No27
changes have been suggested in these provisions.28

Organization and Procedures29

Industry participants believe changes should be made to streamline the Public30
Utilities Commission’s processes and make them more accountable, including31
subjecting the Commission’s actions to the Administrative Procedure Act and32
making them subject to standard judicial review procedures.33

The Public Utilities Commission believes it is inappropriate to revisit these34
issues in this report, pointing out that the Law Revision Commission has recently35
studied the areas of administrative adjudication and judicial review and36
recommended exemption of the Public Utilities Commission from them.37
Legislation enacted in 1996 deals with Public Utilities Commission procedure (SB38
960) and judicial review (SB 1322).39
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Industry participants also suggest that a new statute be enacted to permit parties1
to petition the Public Utilities Commission to repeal or modify obsolete2
regulations. The Public Utilities Commission believes such legislation is3
unnecessary since under existing law parties can file a petition to modify a Public4
Utilities Commission decision and achieve the same result.5

Conclusion of Law Revision Commission6

The policy disagreements in the electrical industry are substantial. This report7
highlights major areas of substantive disagreement. There are also substantial8
areas of agreement between the parties, at least in concept. Whether the areas of9
agreement in concept may be readily expressed in statutory language is not clear.10
Those parties participating to date agree that in order to promote competition, the11
Code should be revised now to eliminate price parity requirements for gas supplied12
for cogeneration and electrical plants.13

NATURAL GAS INDUSTRY14

Current Status of Restructuring and Deregulation15

Deregulation of the natural gas industry began in 1978 with the Natural Gas16
Policy Act. This resulted in federal decontrol of wellhead prices by 1985. The17
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission then began the process of providing18
wholesale access to natural gas transmission systems on a non-discriminatory19
basis, thus providing the opportunity for competition.20

Between 1984 and 1993, the California Public Utilities Commission instituted21
reforms to restructure the natural gas industry at the state level. The Public22
Utilities Commission unbundled, or separated, gas sales from gas transportation23
services, reformed gas purchase contracts, and opened up access to interstate24
pipeline transportation capacity to promote gas supply competition. The Public25
Utilities Commission also developed a pricing framework for a new gas26
transportation and distribution market by unbundling interstate pipeline charges27
from intrastate transportation rates, establishing intrastate rates, implementing28
rules for brokering the utilities’ interstate pipeline capacity rights, and establishing29
pricing policy for new facilities. These regulatory steps have allowed a diversity of30
competing natural gas supply and transportation.31

Today, the natural gas industry is moving toward an increasingly competitive32
market structure. It currently exhibits both competitive and monopoly33
characteristics.34

Large consumers may now choose to purchase unbundled gas from non-utility35
suppliers, with price governed by market forces. Residential and small commercial36
consumers may access non-utility supplies through aggregation or pooling37
purchasing. Further refinement of small consumers’ direct access to non-utility38
supplies will be addressed in the strategic plan for natural gas being developed by39
the Public Utilities Commission. For these consumers, the role of the Public40
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Utilities Commission is to protect consumers from fraud and misinformation, and1
to ensure that competitors do not circumvent or distort market forces. Consumers2
who elect not to participate in competitive gas procurement and transportation3
markets (generally residential and small businesses), retain the option of remaining4
with a regulated provider. Because gas distribution is likely to remain5
monopolistic, the Public Utilities Commission plans to regulate it to protect6
customers from monopoly abuses. However, rather than basing rates on the cost of7
service, the Public Utilities Commission is exploring a system that will provide8
enhanced efficiency incentives to providers.9

Although many of the reforms of the natural gas industry are already in place,10
the Public Utilities Commission believes a number of issues remain: maintaining11
clear standards for regulated utilities that want to participate in unregulated gas12
procurement and transportation markets; removing alleged market distortions in13
transportation; ensuring equal, adequate access to market information; and14
addressing conflicts of interest. In addition, the Public Utilities Commission would15
continue to fulfill its traditional duty to protect consumers from monopoly abuses16
and ensure "just and reasonable" rates for monopoly services.17

Positions of Stakeholders and Public Utilities Commission18

Restructuring of the natural gas industry is further along than restructuring in the19
electrical industry. The Public Utilities Commission is currently engaged in an20
intensive review of the regulatory statutes, in the process of developing a natural21
gas strategy. The Commission expects to complete its report on this matter this22
summer. The report will detail the status of deregulation and what needs to be23
done next.24

Industry participants have identified a number of problem areas in the Code they25
believe need to be addressed to implement deregulation. However, they believe all26
parties would be best served to address these issues in the context of the Public27
Utilities Commission’s development of its strategic plan for natural gas, with one28
exception. Both gas and electrical industry participants and the Commission29
believe that Code provisions should be repealed immediately that require parity of30
rates for gas used in cogeneration technology with those used as fuel by an electric31
plant — this is an artificial subsidy that is no longer appropriate in competitive gas32
and electricity markets.33

Categorization of Policy Issues34

Policy issues in deregulation in the natural gas industry are summarized by35
category below. Detailed references to specific Code sections may be found in the36
charts accompanying [this report] [the Public Utilities Commission’s reports on37
this matter].38
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Direct Regulation of Service Providers1

Planning for the future — expansion, facilities, markets. Industry participants2
note that current law generally recognizes the obligation to serve as a legal duty3
that requires public utilities to provide “reasonable” service to the public,4
regardless of a customer’s service arrangements or market conditions. They5
suggest that the applicable code sections be revised to refine the utility’s obligation6
to serve to allow flexibility to reflect the competitive implications of the new gas7
market in which customers have more choice for service providers and different8
levels of utility service. The Public Utilities Commission agrees in concept, but9
believes this may be premature.10

Rates and Pricing11

Retail, wholesale. Industry participants note that current law for residential rates12
and low-income customer program (CARE) creates imbalances in how costs are13
allocated within and between customer classes. In a competitive market, baseline14
creates competitive issues that result in inequities in ratemaking because it rewards15
low consumption and penalizes high consumption without regard to the16
customers’ circumstances. In light of the competitive market that natural gas17
utilities face, participants believe it no longer makes sense for the costs of the18
program to be borne significantly by a class of customers that cannot benefit from19
it. The law should be clarified to provide that the drivers in the competitive market20
are cost causation, economic efficiency, and competitive forces, balanced with the21
policies of affordability and conservation. The statutory provisions governing22
baseline and CARE should be so modified so as to minimize ratemaking23
inequities. The Public Utilities Commission would support some revision.24

There is agreement of both electric and gas industry participants and the Public25
Utilities Commission that mandatory cogeneration rate parity with rates for gas26
used as fuel in an electric plant is inconsistent with a competitive market. The27
parties will work on language.28

Αntitrust matters. Industry participants suggest amending the Public Utilities29
Code and the Cartwright Act to draw a “bright line” between those activities30
subject to regulation and those subject to state antitrust laws. While the Public31
Utilities Commission agrees that a “bright line” division is conceptually desirable,32
it believes such a division is likely to be extremely difficult to make until the33
competitive evolution of the natural gas industry has progressed further. In the34
natural gas industry, competition in the procurement of natural gas supplies is still35
unavailable for all but the largest customers. The Public Utilities Commission is36
concerned that all market participants have a fair opportunity to compete during37
the transitional period.38

Consumer Protection39

No issues have been raised in connection with this category in the natural gas40
industry.41
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Safety of Public1

The parties agree that the Public Utilities Commission should continue its safety-2
related regulation in the natural gas industry and no code changes are proposed.3

Transitional Issues4

Industry participants propose that statutory law be enacted concerning5
transitional issues for the gas utility industry, such as:6

• recovery for uneconomic assets acquired to satisfy the monopoly obligation-to-7
serve utility requirements8

• public purpose program financing9
• establishing rules for competition to ensure competitive equity between utility10

(including municipal utilities) and non-utility providers11
• aggregation rules for small customers12

The Public Utilities Commission has taken no position on these matters but is13
expected to address them in the strategic plan for natural gas.14

Organization and Procedures15

No issues have been raised in connection with this category in the natural gas16
industry.17

Conclusion of Law Revision Commission18

The policy disagreements in the natural gas industry are substantial, but the few19
parties that have entered into this process are in agreement that it is appropriate to20
use the forthcoming strategic plan of the Public Utilities Commission as a forum21
for working out Code revisions. This procedure appears appropriate to the Law22
Revision Commission. Those parties participating to date agree that in order to23
promote competition, the Code should be revised now to eliminate price parity24
requirements for gas supplied for cogeneration and electrical plants.25

TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY26

Current Status of Restructuring and Deregulation27

Railroad and Rail Transit28

The California Public Utilities Commission began regulating railroads when29
they had a de facto monopoly on transportation and the public demanded that it be30
protected from industry abuses. As the railroad monopoly was eroded with the31
development of trucking, passenger buses, and airlines, Congress recognized that32
railroads do business in a competitive environment and preempted the states from33
economic regulation of most of the railroad industry. The Public Utilities34
Commission retains a minor advisory role in economic oversight by making35
recommendations to the federal Surface Transportation Board in response to36
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railroad mergers and track abandonments, and economic regulatory authority over1
railroads that are not interconnected to the interstate network.2

Today, the federal government has primacy on nearly all matters concerning3
non-government railroads. The Public Utilities Commission’s rail-related role is4
limited to ensuring freight and passenger safety, transit system safety, and grade5
crossing safety. The Public Utilities Commission conducts inspections of all6
railroads in accordance with federal and state regulations, investigates railroad7
accidents, and participates in educational rail safety programs. The Public Utilities8
Commission also oversees the design, construction, operation and maintenance of9
rail transit systems; investigates accidents and potentially hazardous conditions;10
reviews and approves corrective action plans and schedules; and performs11
triennial, on-site safety audits at rail transit agencies. In addition, The Public12
Utilities Commission is responsible for ensuring that rail/highway at-grade13
crossings and separations are designed, constructed, and maintained in accordance14
with public safety standards.15

Motor Carriers of Property, Household Goods, and Passengers16

Until recently, the California Public Utilities Commission was authorized to17
regulate the activities of motor carriers of property, household goods, and18
passengers. Motor carriers of property, also referred to as motor freight carriers,19
are primarily trucking firms that move goods such as general freight, agricultural20
products, livestock, and automobiles. Household goods carriers are those that21
move used household goods and other personal effects from or to a residence22
within California. Passenger carriers include buses, shuttle vans, and limousines.23
The regulatory scheme included control of prices, routes and areas of service, as24
well as other elements of the motor carrier business.25

The Federal Aviation Administration Authorization Act of 1994 generally26
preempted the states’ authority to regulate prices, routes, or the services of motor27
carriers that transport property. It did not preempt states’ authority to regulate28
passenger carriers and household goods carriers.29

In response to federal preemption, the Legislature in 1996 removed all30
provisions in state law that authorized the Public Utilities Commission to regulate31
rates, routes, and services of motor freight carriers. The Legislature also32
transferred authority for regulation of motor freight carriers from the Public33
Utilities Commission to the California Highway Patrol, with the Department of34
Motor Vehicles carrying out the licensing and liability and workers’ compensation35
functions previously performed by the Public Utilities Commission. To assure a36
smooth regulatory transition, the Department of Motor Vehicles contracted with37
the Public Utilities Commission to have the Public Utilities Commission continue38
to perform licensing activities for motor freight carriers until the Department of39
Motor Vehicles is ready to assume full regulatory control. However, the Public40
Utilities Commission will probably cease performing licensing functions by the41
end of 1997.42
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The Public Utilities Commission continues to be responsible for the regulatory1
oversight of the passenger carrier industry. This includes ensuring that firms2
maintain adequate liability and workers’ compensation insurance coverage,3
comply with driver and vehicle safety programs, and adhere to service and pricing4
requirements. The objective of the regulation of these carriers is to insure safety5
and promote consumer interests.6

The Public Utilities Commission will also continue its regulatory program for7
the household goods carrier industry. This regulatory program includes licensing,8
updating maximum rates, and enforcing consumer protection rules and responding9
to consumer complaints.10

Positions of Stakeholders and Public Utilities Commission11

The main factor in Public Utilities Commission regulation or deregulation of the12
transportation industry has been federal preemption. The Public Utilities13
Commission agrees that many of the statutes in the Public Utilities Code are ripe14
for review to reflect this trend. Work is ongoing to review existing statutes. The15
Public Utilities Commission hopes to identify a number of statutes for reform in its16
June 30 report to the Legislature.17

Railroads18

The Public Utilities Commission’s economic regulatory authority is limited to19
intrastate railroads that have no interstate connection. Railroad industry20
participants have proposed revisions of the statutes to reflect this. The Public21
Utilities Commission is concerned that the specific language proposed could22
impact its general regulatory authority over safety issues and its economic23
regulatory authority over intrastate railroads that have no interstate connection.24
Further inquiry indicates a substantial amount of agreement in principle among the25
parties, but some disagreement about the full impact of federal preemption on the26
Commission’s regulatory authority over transportation safety and a few other27
matters. There is also a question whether a few small intrastate railroads in fact28
have an interstate connection; the answer to this question could affect the drafting29
approach to statute revision.30

Highway Property Carriers31

The Public Utilities Commission’s role in this field is terminating. The main32
statutes have been revised accordingly. However, there are a few missed33
provisions and cleanup legislation is desirable.34

Household Goods Carriers35

Moving and storage industry input indicates existing statutes are satisfactory.36
The Public Utilities Commission believes some adjustment is needed to reflect37
further federal preemption in some areas.38
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Passenger Carriers1

There is full Public Utilities Commission regulatory authority in this area. The2
Public Utilities Commission does not see a need for statutory change here.3

Water Vessel Carriers4

No significant issues have been identified in this area.5

Airlines6

Federal preemption in this area has made large segments of the Public Utilities7
Code ripe for review, and the Public Utilities Commission plans to address this in8
its June 30, 1997, report to the Legislature. However the Commission retains9
authority to receive proofs of insurance of air carriers; the Public Utilities10
Commission plans to review this matter to determine the extent to which this11
authority is still necessary.12

Categorization of Policy Issues13

The critical factor in the transportation industry is federal preemption rather than14
state deregulation. For this reason, a summary by category of policy issues for this15
industry is not particularly helpful. The disagreements relate primarily to drafting16
questions rather than policy issues. Detailed references to specific Code sections17
may be found in the charts accompanying [this report] [the Public Utilities18
Commission’s reports on this matter].19

Conclusion of Law Revision Commission20

It appears to the Law Revision Commission that there are substantial areas of21
agreement over policy among the parties. All sides acknowledge the pervasive22
effect of federal preemption. There is some disagreement between the Commission23
and railroad industry participants about the effect of federal preemption on a24
handful of statutes that could affect the Commission’s regulatory authority over25
transportation safety and a few other matters.26

The Law Revision Commission perceives that it is essentially a drafting matter27
to overhaul the transportation portions of the Public Utilities Code in a way that28
does not adversely affect the remaining regulatory authority of the Public Utilities29
Commission. There is an opportunity here for a substantial cleanup of large30
portions of the Code. It should be a fairly straightforward process for the parties to31
circulate drafts and reach agreement on statutory language.32

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY33

Current Status of Restructuring and Deregulation34

Competition was virtually non-existent in the telecommunications industry until35
the 1984 federal divestiture case broke up the AT&T monopoly on local and long-36
distance telephone service. The divestiture occurred because AT&T had the37
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power, by virtue of its control of the local exchanges, to prevent competition in the1
long distance market. See United States v. American Tel. and Tel. Co., 552 F.2
Supp. 131, 162 (D.D.C. 1982). The consent decree (known as the Modification of3
Final Judgment, or MFJ), allowed for competition in the long-distance market and4
left the regulation — and deregulation — of local companies to the states.5

The MFJ prohibited the local exchange carriers (LECs) that were created out of6
the divestiture, including Pacific Bell in California, from providing long-distance7
service between service areas known as Local Access and Transport Areas8
(LATAs). LECs provide local exchange services and intraLATA toll. Local9
exchange services include: access line, dial tone, local calling, directory assistance,10
911 emergency service, white page listing, and access to Interexchange Carriers.11
The MFJ also prevented the LECs from providing video-programming services.12
Although the LECs originally had monopolies on local exchange service in certain13
service areas, this service has now been opened to competition.14

In 1994, the California Legislature passed several bills designed to open all15
telecommunication markets under the regulation of the California Public Utilities16
Commission to competition by January 1, 1997. Assembly Bill 3720 directed the17
Public Utilities Commission to authorize fully open competition in the intrastate,18
interLATA telecommunications market, provided such competition was authorized19
by federal law or court action. (Before the LECs created out of the divestiture20
could compete in intraLATA markets, the MFJ needed to be amended, Congress21
needed to pass legislation authorizing such competition, or the LEC needed to22
obtain a waiver from the D.C. District Court.) One of the goals of AB 3720 was to23
allow Pacific Bell into the intrastate long-distance market. In order to prevent24
Pacific Bell from unfairly using its position as a LEC, AB 3720 required that the25
opening of interLATA long-distance markets to Pacific Bell not precede the26
opening of competition within the local exchange markets.27

Competition in the local exchange markets raises difficult issues regarding the28
provision and subsidy support of universal service: Competition makes the29
mechanisms to ensure universal service less functional because the profits30
available for the cross-subsidization of residential telephone service shrink. In31
addition, when an LEC operates as a monopoly, only the LEC is eligible for32
universal service support. But under a competitive scenario, multiple, competing33
providers of residential local telephone service should all be eligible for universal34
service support. Thus, AB 3643 directed the Public Utilities Commission to study35
the definition and provision of universal service to ensure the feasibility of36
competition in the local exchange markets.37

The Legislature also passed AB 3606 which directed the Public Utilities38
Commission to permit any cable television corporation or telecommunications39
corporation to enter local telecommunications markets in the service territory of a40
local exchange telephone corporation once that local exchange telephone41
corporation obtains the right to offer cable television or video dialtone service42
within its service territory.43
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Congress replicated much of this legislation in the federal Telecommunications1
Act of 1996. The Act was intended to effect competition in the2
telecommunications market throughout the country. It opened all local exchange3
markets to competition and removed the MFJ restrictions from companies such as4
Pacific Bell that were created out of the divestiture, allowing those companies to5
provide interLATA services under specified conditions. It also removed the video-6
programming restrictions from the divestiture companies, enabling them to enter7
the cable business, and directed the FCC to redefine universal service. The Public8
Utilities Commission is currently reviewing its policies to assure compliance with9
the Act.10

California’s telecommunication industry has undergone rapid change since11
enactment of state and federal legislation and adoption of Public Utilities12
Commission policies. Carriers are now authorized to compete in the local13
exchange and to compete for intraLATA toll calls. But competition is only now14
developing in local telephone markets. And although California’s second largest15
LEC (GTE) now offers interLATA services, California’s largest LEC (Pacific16
Bell) has to date not requested this authority.17

Despite the steps that have been taken toward a competitive market, the Public18
Utilities Commission still retains a major regulatory role in the19
telecommunications industry. Its primary functions include setting rates for20
monopoly services, implementing public goods programs, enforcing market place21
fairness, and resolving customer complaints. In addition, the Public Utilities22
Commission is currently examining the technical, legal, and financial issues that23
must be resolved before new entrants into the market can compete. Among the24
legal issues the Public Utilities Commission must solve are those involving the25
sale and resale of telephone services. Among the technical issues are how to26
provide equal access to switching equipment and how to assign new phone27
numbers.28

Positions of Stakeholders and Public Utilities Commission29

The principle area of contention in the telecommunications industry is30
competition and deregulation involving local telephone service. Incumbent carriers31
note that since the Public Utilities Code was written, both state and federal laws32
have opened local service telephone markets to competition. Over eighty33
competitive local carriers have received authority to compete in the provision of34
local exchange service in California, more than in any other state. Many players35
are huge, all are sophisticated, and some plan to enter all lines of business,36
including local service, long distance, wireless, Internet, and cable TV.37

The incumbent carriers state that there is a need for comprehensive revision of38
many Public Utilities Code provisions designed originally to apply to monopolies.39
They would purge obsolete code sections that include unnecessary statutory40
constraints preventing the California Public Utilities Commission from reducing41
regulation in the competitive environment. The Public Utilities Commission must42
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also enforce a full set of competitive protections now required by Congress,1
increasing the need to remove unnecessary regulatory burdens. Code revision2
would permit the Commission to focus more on consumer protection to assure3
quality service from all competitors.4

The Public Utilities Commission points out that it has been active in revising the5
Public Utilities Code to reflect restructuring in the telecommunications industry,6
which has been going on for some years. There is pending legislation to eliminate7
obsolete reporting requirements. The Public Utilities Commission currently has an8
internal group actively studying the Code, and expects to have affirmative9
recommendations for its June 30 report to the Legislature on needed Code10
revisions. The Public Utilities Commission anticipates meetings with interested11
persons in the fall to seek out areas of consensus on Code changes.12

The Public Utilities Commission sees the need for continuing regulation in the13
local telephone service sector until a fully competitive environment is established.14
During this transition phase, it believes regulation is still necessary to promote15
competition by new entrants in the market with the large former monopolies that16
still dominate the market. The Commission views itself as the rational middle17
between contending parties in this area, with the purpose of fostering competition18
by an appropriate transitional level of regulation.19

The Public Utilities Commission indicates that it is moving in the direction of20
competitiveness and away from heavy-handed regulation. However, it believes21
this whole area is very complex, and any deregulation must be instituted with great22
care. For example, factors that influence the direction of deregulation include such23
matters as market share, type of market (facilities based v. resale), ability of24
competitors to cross-subsidize, etc. The Public Utilities Commission has issued25
decisions that depend on the competitive environment, and these are very difficult26
and lengthy cases.27

The Public Utilities Commission is supported in this approach by new entrants.28
They point to experience in moving from a monopolistic environment to a29
competitive environment in the long distance sector. They believe deregulation is30
not appropriate until the regulated monopolies lose market share and real choices31
are available to consumers of local telephone services.32

The incumbent carriers disagree with this assessment, noting that the local33
telephone service sector is open to competition right now. While actual34
competition is not as great in the residential sector as it is in the business sector,35
the Public Utilities Commission is moving much too slowly. They believe that36
telecommunications should be exempted from Public Utilities Commission37
economic regulation now. The companies now entering the local telephone service38
market are large and fiercely competitive corporations, and do not need special39
protection by the Public Utilities Commission.40

The incumbent carriers indicate that heavy-handed regulation by the Public41
Utilities Commission is still in place in the Code. They distinguish between Public42
Utilities Commission oversight in the wholesale market, which may still be43
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appropriate, and the retail market, where Public Utilities Commission regulation1
should be eliminated. They recognize a continuing need for Public Utilities2
Commission regulation in the area of consumer protection, but believe this should3
apply to all carriers equally, not just to the former monopolies. They have4
suggested sunsetting existing regulatory provisions to precipitate a thorough5
review.6

Categorization of Policy Issues7

Policy issues in deregulation in the telecommunications industry are summarized8
by category below. Detailed references to specific Code sections may be found in9
the charts accompanying [this report] [the Public Utilities Commission’s reports10
on this matter].11

Direct Regulation of Service Providers12

There are many statutes providing for direct regulation of telecommunication13
carriers, such as nonbusiness hour service, directory publication, fax listings, and14
many other aspects of the telecommunication business. The incumbent carriers15
generally believe this sort of direct regulation should end — these services are16
market differentiators in a competitive environment. The Public Utilities17
Commission and new entrants generally disagree; they would maintain many of18
these forms of regulation, at least until competition is more extensive.19

Planning for the future — expansion, facilities, markets. The Public Utilities20
Commission and industry participants agree that in a fully competitive market, the21
Commission’s direct regulation of many business activities (including day to day22
operations, sales, administration, investment, future planning, expansion, and23
market entry plans) should end. The Commission views its role as not to protect24
monopoly markets or former monopoly providers, but to foster fair competition in25
markets that have been monopolistic until recently.26

The Public Utilities Commission and the new entrants to the market believe that27
during the transition to a fully competitive market, the interests of the competitors28
must be balanced, and the Commission should retain discretion for this purpose.29
The incumbent carriers believe that in reality the markets are now open to30
competition, and all competitors should be treated equally. The Code permits31
disparate treatment of companies providing the same services; the incumbents32
would repeal the provisions that allow unequal treatment in a competitive market.33

Audits and inspections. The Public Utilities Commission and incumbent carriers34
agree that the Commission should no longer conduct triennial comprehensive35
audits of incumbents’ operations. The new entrants disagree, arguing that audits36
should be required since local markets are not yet competitive.37

The Public Utilities Commission and new entrants believe the Commission must38
retain authority to conduct narrowly-targeted audits, such as those to review39
affiliate transactions to protect against inappropriate revenue transfers. The40
incumbent carriers disagree — open markets and competition in combination with41
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the competitive protections required by federal law will protect against1
inappropriate revenue transfers and should replace other pricing mechanisms2
imposed by the Public Utilities Commission.3

New entrants (certification). The Public Utilities Commission and industry4
participants agree that basic network standards and standards of service quality5
and reliability should be maintained. They agree the Commission should continue6
to certify or register new market entrants to ensure this, in the near term.7
Incumbent carriers also believe the level of regulatory oversight should decrease8
as markets take over the role of defining service quality and reliability9
requirements. They believe any regulatory-mandated service quality and reliability10
standards that remain should apply equally to all service providers.11

Rates and Pricing12

Retail, wholesale. The Public Utilities Commission and new entrants into the13
market believe that the Commission should regulate rates in retail service14
offerings, and differential rates may be appropriate to encourage development of15
competition between incumbent carriers and new entrants. The incumbent carriers16
disagree, noting that competition exists now — in a competitive environment, no17
retail service offered directly to end-users by any provider should be regulated.18
Code sections that allow the Commission to restrict retail pricing in markets where19
competition is permitted should be eliminated.20

With respect to wholesale service offerings, the Public Utilities Commission is21
required to set prices that conform to the Telecommunications Act of 1996. The22
incumbent carriers argue that wholesale services and network elements provided to23
interconnecting carriers should be subject to Commission oversight only when24
interconnecting carriers cannot reach an interconnection or switched access25
agreement, consistent with the Telecommunications Act. Any oversight should be26
limited to effecting an agreement and resolving possible disputes or complaints27
among signatories that may occur over time.28

The Public Utilities Commission takes the position that increased regulatory29
flexibility — e.g. tariff and pricing flexibility rules — depends on whether service30
is provided by an incumbent carrier or a new entrant and whether the carrier31
offering the service has market power.32

The incumbent carriers argue that basic local exchange service, whether33
categorized as a retail service or as wholesale service on an interim basis, should34
be authorized at a price that covers the cost of service, plus a reasonable profit,35
with the single exception of any costs explicitly recovered from the state or federal36
universal service funds.37

Antitrust matters. The Public Utilities Commission, supported by the new market38
entrants, believes it has a continuing role in monitoring anticompetitive behavior39
and cross subsidization by incumbents as long as they have market power. The40
incumbent carriers disagree — the role of the Commission should be to implement41
state and federal laws promoting competition, not to enforce antitrust laws. They42
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point out that the Attorney General is available for antitrust issues, and that the1
state unfair business practices laws provide for both public and private2
enforcement. They suggest that the current regulatory framework (under which,3
for example, there are price ceilings and floors) should be reassessed to determine4
whether it is appropriate as competition grows and intensifies in California.5

The incumbent carriers also argue that, in any case, all competitors should be6
held to the same standards. They urge that antitrust investigative actions should be7
taken only on sufficient and substantial grounds (to minimize competitive8
“gaming”) and that any action recognize the competitive urgency for resolving9
matters expeditiously.10

Consumer Protection11

There appears to be general agreement that existing Public Utilities Code12
consumer protection statutes should remain in place as the markets open to13
competition. The Public Utilities Commission needs to be able to establish or14
modify specifics in response to the changing competitive environment, and also to15
forebear from regulation where appropriate. Industry participants emphasize that16
providers should be equally obligated and consumers should have equal basic17
protections; the law should not discriminate in the area of consumer protection.18

Fraud. Both the Public Utilities Commission and industry participants agree that19
continuing oversight of marketing practices of carriers is necessary. Certain types20
of marketing practices peculiar to the telecommunications industry — for21
example, “slamming” (unauthorized transfer of a customer’s long distance service22
from one carrier to another) — are likely to grow as competition develops in the23
intraLATA toll market and local exchange market. A related concern is consumer24
privacy (telemarketing).25

Information/misinformation. Both the Public Utilities Commission and industry26
participants see an ongoing role for the Commission in the area of consumer27
information. Types of issues that have been identified include notification and28
distribution of information about marketing practices, available services, the range29
of providers, area code splits, reasonable rates and charges, and billing details.30

Access (universal service). The Public Utilities Commission must implement31
universal service and consumer access to the telecommunications network32
pursuant to the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (FCC’s Universal Service33
program) and pursuant to Commission rules governing access to the network of34
local exchange companies by competitors and long-distance companies. Industry35
participants agree on the importance of availability of universal service and36
consumer access. Revision of Commission rules will be required during the move37
from monopoly to competitive markets; the existing access structure is premised38
on a monopoly local exchange market.39
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Safety of Public1

In the telecommunications industry safety of the public relates primarily to2
network reliability (e.g., 911, alarm services, etc.). The parties indicate that3
existing statutes and regulations are effective for this purpose and should be4
maintained. Incumbent carriers note that, with competition, the Public Utilities5
Commission should hold all providers to the same standards to ensure that public6
safety is not compromised.7

Transitional Issues8

Incumbent carriers argue that local markets are now open to all competitors.9
Incumbent carriers have entered into interconnection agreements with new10
entrants, enabling them to offer consumers a competitive choice. Barriers to entry11
have been removed and competition is underway with customer choices available12
today. They argue that regardless of the transitional mechanisms to a deregulated13
marketplace, the Public Utilities Commission should treat all competitors equally.14

The new entrants into the local market disagree with this basic assessment, and15
believe that the incumbent carriers must be restrained until competition is fully16
established.17

Stranded investments. There is substantial disagreement over stranded costs and18
the need to maintain fair rates of return until those costs are recovered. The19
incumbent carriers argue that competitive pricing should reflect the full recovery20
of an incumbent provider’s actual costs incurred during monopoly regulation; this21
must be accomplished before deregulation is implemented or the marketplace22
effects of competition become widespread. The Public Utilities Commission notes23
that it has denied a request of the incumbent carriers for compensation under the24
Takings Clause of the United States Constitution for failure to provide a fair rate25
of return; the Commission found that the carriers’ quantitative evidence of this was26
too speculative at the time, but left open the opportunity to reapply.27

Equal footing. The incumbent carriers argue that if state public policy28
determines a transitional period is necessary before full deregulation, all29
competitors should be treated equally. The critical issues include costing/pricing30
associated with interconnection, universal service, and access charges. There must31
also be sufficient and competitively neutral funding of universal service. Correct32
universal service and universal service funding must be accomplished33
expeditiously — before deregulation and widespread competition.34

Organization and Procedures35

In 1996, the Legislature enacted two bills dealing with Public Utilities36
Commission procedure (SB 960) and with judicial review of the Public Utilities37
Commission (SB 1322).38

The Public Utilities Commission sees both its organization and its administrative39
procedures changing due to new laws governing public utility regulation in general40
and telecommunications regulation in particular. For example, if competitors fail41
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to negotiate the broad range of technical and pricing issues associated with1
interconnection and access to facilitates and services, they can request the Public2
Utilities Commission to arbitrate. Final negotiated or arbitrated agreements must3
be approved by the Commission. Beginning in September of 1996, the4
Commission has successfully arbitrated or approved a number of agreements5
interconnecting carriers.6

Conclusion of Law Revision Commission7

The Law Revision Commission has concluded that several actions would be8
helpful. The Public Utilities Commission should establish criteria and standards9
for determining when sufficient competition exists for each phase of deregulation.10
This should be done in consultation with all interests. Statutory examples of this11
may be found in Pub. Util. Code § 495.7 and in 47 USC § 271. It would also be12
helpful to establish the Public Utilities Commission’s role in telecommunications13
when full competition exists and deregulation is complete — for example,14
licensing or certifying entrants into the market and ensuring consumer protection.15

16
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